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t is with alarming regularity that the
‘Death of Painting’ is announced (again).
Sherrie Levine articulated the anxiety of
the painter in 1982 when she said ‘The world
is filled to suffocating. Man has placed his
token on every stone … A picture is a tissue of
quotations drawn from the innumerable centres
of culture… A painting’s meaning lies not in
its origin, but in its destination. The birth of
the viewer must be at the cost of the painter’i.
For Levine, every image had been mortgaged
and nothing was original anymore, every
gesture constituted imitation. While art which
is described as ‘new media’ has had a much
shorter history than painting, we have already
reached a point where the second and third
generation of artists making art in this way are
grappling with the problems of intertextuality in
a visual context. If painting is dead, then post
modernism has sought to assassinate the authorii.
The work of Irish artist Séamus McCormack
has in the past years has sought to address the
problem of how to reintegrate an investigation
of self into an art-practice firmly rooted in the
contemporary, which is at odds with a trend
in contemporary art towards ‘objectivity’
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which aims for a form of personal detachment
akin to Bertolt Brecht’s Alienation Effect.
In McCormack’s recent work Facsimile
(2012) we see (projected) the artist enter the
frame and open up a foldable projection screen.
We then see the gesture repeated and repeated
until the projection appears like two mirrors held
parallel to one another, creating a seemingly
infinite space. The repetition continues as the
image diminishes up to the point at which the
signal ‘replace bulb’ flashes up on the screen
suggesting mechanical failure. While the title
of the piece references the content of the work,
it also suggests a concern with wider issues
around originality and the intertextual. As a
self-portrait, Facsimile sensitively connects the
work of this contemporary artist to seminal
texts by Julia Kristeva and Levine that critiqued
the constant drive toward originality and
innovation. Since the shock of Dada and the
objet trouvé which broke completely with tradition,
to be avant-garde was to be an iconoclast.

In McCormack’s piece we see the artist
presenting his work, and we glimpse those
generations of artists who have come before
him; the making of the same image over and
over suggesting that everything has a precedent
and the burden of art history lies heavily on
all artists. This layering of meaning, allusion
to the past and the blank projection screen,
calls to mind Kazimir Malevich’s Suprematist
painting White on White (1918, MOMA, New
York) made with the intention of wiping the
slate of Russian art clean of the bourgeois
and non-Russian art that had come before.
This painting constitutes the most (anti)
intertextual of works as on one hand it actively
erases its historical context (while absolutely
reacting against it), and on the other, presents
the impossibility of making something new.
In Facsimile, McCormack resolved the

contentious question of how to end a video
work without recourse to the usual loop. Like
Malevich, he ponders the impossibility of
representing infinity, suggesting instead that
technical failure can be the only true ending to
the piece. So he brought that problem forward
in an auto-destructive gesture editing the text
‘replace bulb’ into the final scene. Ironically,
McCormack’s ending was not recognised as the
pun or statement he intended but the audience
repeatedly brought this seeming failure to the
attention of the invigilating staff and the artist.
This tease demonstrates how contemporary
audiences now fail to actually see at what they
are looking at but bring their assumptions and
prejudices to bear on their viewing. So many
means of video presentation have themselves
become hackneyed, that the term ‘new media’
is already oxymoron and over-familiarity
breeds complacency on the part of the viewer.
Kristeva coined the term intertextuality in
1966 in the essay ‘Word, Dialogue and Novel’iii,
a time loosely concurrent with the evolution
of the post-modern, and also when video art
emerged through the work of artists like Bruce
Nauman, Andy Warhol or James Coleman. By
the 2000s a second generation of artists like
Hilary Lloyd and Gerard Byrne had interrogated
the medium, making visible the mechanics of
production and display - often with set-pieces
such as monitors mounted on Unicol stands –
becoming like the oil and canvas of painting
– the standard units of video presentation. For
example, the press release for Lloyd’s 2011
show at Artist’s Space, New York, described
her methodology as ‘The equipment used to
display these images (monitors, projectors,
stands and cabling) form a highly visible and
fetishized aspect of Lloyd’s installations….’iv
McCormack’s work appears to pick up at
that point from which this standardisation of
presentation has reached a point of no return –
where all new presentations of video art appear
to quote earlier works. McCormack strips away

subject matter leaving only the mechanics of
presentation, improvisations and rehearsals.
In stagecraft, the word ‘spike’ refers to
a marking placed on the stage – usually with
tape – which indicates the correct position for
actors or furniture during specific section of a
play; it equally refers to the making of films and
gives actors their correct position to remain in
focus for the camera. Spike is also the title which
McCormack has given to his new body of work
made specifically for The LAB, Dublin. Spike
is comprised of two framed ‘digital drawings’,
a photograph, a temporary ever changing
vinyl tape installation, and an audio work that
incorporates dialogue between two actors and
the sounds of their feet and movements. The
work is site specific, referencing its use as a
rehearsal space for actors and performers. For
this piece, McCormack hired a professional
male and female actor and provided them
with a text which he had written. Together
the three of them rehearsed the script and
discussed how to best present it to an audience.
As the actors worked, McCormack visually
recorded their physical movements through
the space as they paced the floor – moving for
emphasis, pausing, speeding up and slowing
down. These movements were translated into
the digital drawings shown on the wall and
the markings in tape on the gallery floor. The
audio component was derived from an edited
recording of the rehearsals. Listening to it
reveals that the script provided by McCormack
to the actors, rather than reading as a narrative
is more akin to a set of stage directions or
instructions. “She laughs gleefully, ‘Yes a whole,
with depth, and darkness, and light’, And what
if I were to choose to follow your movements across

the space? ‘I liken blocking to life-sketching’.
The lack of narrative in this text reflects the
wider intention of a work which is provisional in
nature and concerns itself with the mechanics
of theatrical production, with actors, direction
and stagecraft. Like a rehearsal, it folds in on
itself becoming self-reflexive, a meta-narrative
of sorts. Certain lines are repeated creating
phrasings that suggest the audio is stuck in a
loop, or that the text is a palindrome. In fact
Spike references a quote by Nick Moseley who
complained that the works of George Bernard
Shaw contained stage directions so detailed
that they allowed no space for interpretation on
the part of the director or actorsv. McCormack
imagines a script composed entirely of
these instructions, attracted by the manner
in which they make apparent the artifice
of the stage and the inner life of the actor.

As a whole, Spike has a curiously elusive
character. Like a rehearsal, it has a shadowy,
hard-to-grapple nature. It feels as if we have
not yet reached the dress-rehearsal or opening
night, but that we are still exploring what the
work might be. The actors are still learning
their lines, being fitted for their costumes, the
set painters are working up the designs and the
accountants doing their sums! This uncertainty
or anxiety is typical of an artist who has, for
the past number of years, worked in the liminal
spaces at the edges of production. In Presence/
Presents, (2012) an actor is shown reading his
lines on stage but the follow-light, which should
be a mere device for framing him, becomes
imbued with a threatening presence that

AN EXTRACT
[D/M]: Just as the sound O gives us a different excitement from the
sound I, or a circle from an oval, or the number 47 from the number
48 – these materials have expressive values in themselves.
Without technique we cannot know the resources of rhythm, what
tempo is, what the voice means or how to recognize effects if we do
get them – and to retain from all of this, what is most expressive and
to repeat it when we so wish.
[A/F]: And without technique, however wonderful your own quality
may be, you have no language to speak.
[D/M]: So……You can’t expect a boy to remember to shut doors……
[A/F]: ……Well……You can’t expect a boy to remember to shut doors.
(She goes across to the straight-backed chair before the desk at the
right – leaving the comfortable chairs behind her.)
[D/M]: That’s you all over, always making excuses for him. You’ll
have him spoiled to death in spite of me.
(He sinks in the rocker right of the desk.)
[A/F]: Stop picking on him, even yesterday’s newspaper has a right to
enjoy himself when on holiday.
[D/M]: The house could fall down and you’d never…..he needs to get
his nose in a book.
(She laughs gleefully.)
[D/M]:That’s enough now.
[A/F]: Enough of this act?

asserts its existence, distorting and colouring
the scene with a ghostly otherness. Tivre (2012)
is a portrait of the tiered seating in a theatre,
the seats of which are individually lowered by
invisible hands. Stage-In (2012) documents a
now-demolished dance hall near the artist’s
childhood home that McCormack presents as
an interrupted projection. Actors are famously
superstitious people and the stage is filled with
taboos around language: ‘Break a Leg’, Don’t
wish me luck; ‘The Scottish Play’, Macbeth; or
production taboos like not whistling on stage,
the necessity for a ghost light backstage, a bible
or even real money are also very unlucky on
stage. McCormack has developed a new work
entitled Peacock that addresses these superstitions
and which will be presented later this year.
As a metaphoric representation of those
artists and writers who have come before, these
works are uncanny, unheimlich in the true sense
of the word [unhomely], but a ‘home’ as it
might pertain to the theatre or gallery. As an
audience we might imagine the actors’ or artists’
existence as one of light and creativity rather
than hard graft and the search for inspiration.
McCormack often references Luigi Pirandello’s
Six Characters in search of an Author (1921) as
a source textvi inasmuch as its humour and
absurdity mask real creative fears. The second
author which McCormack keeps close to hand is
Charles Dickens. The literature of Dickens has
permeated popular culture and so the references
are open and accessible. From Lionel Bart’s
musical Oliver through to the numerous cinema
adaptations of Great Expectations McCormack
assumes of his audience a familiarity with
stories that now seem archetypal. Such was
Dickens’ fame in his lifetime that he travelled
around the world reading from his works. In
1858 he travelled through Ireland drawing very
large crowds wherever he spoke. But he was
also an author with a troubled home life, he was
notoriously cruel to his wife and children and
so art begins to imitate life through characters
like Bill Sykes and Nancy in Oliver Twist (1838).
McCormack draws from these stories
the Bildungsroman [the novel of formation]
accounts of the evolution of a character for
which he made an eponymous work early in
his career in 2006. More recently he created
A Retrospect (2012) a sculpture incorporating
sixty-four bound volumes of the story David
Copperfield that had been first printed in
serial form. In these canonical novels there
is a distinct blurring between fact and fiction
as the author’s autobiography spills into the

narrative. In McCormack’s work Galatea
(2010) this inevitability of self representation
(Ego) is evoked as the author falls in love
with his creation. Bridging classical myth;
Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion (1912), its later
adaptation as My Fair Lady (1956); and Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818); the differing
means of creating a character are all selfportraits of sorts. Grappling with the question
of how to represent this space, McCormack
wrote a new text for Spike creating a ghostly
embodiment of Freud’s psychic apparatus.
Bernard Shaw wrote of Karl Marx and
Dickens saying: ‘The difference between
Marx and Dickens was that Marx knew he
was a revolutionist whilst Dickens had not
the faintest suspicion of that part of his
calling’vii. McCormack’s work picks at that
kind of art practice which is self-consciously
revolutionary, insisting instead on the need for
an exploration of self on the part of the artist.
Shifting the focus onto the artist as author
and creator, McCormack posits that it is only
through creating a personal, poetic investigation
and a depiction of one’s own contemporary
condition that real revolution can be attained.
Seán Kissane, November 2013
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